When you arrive at the Atlanta Airport
Atlanta Airport

MARTA

When you arrive at the airport and have all your luggage, follow the instructions to get to the MARTA
station. Most airport employees can direct you if you don’t see the signs.

ICPC VOLUNTEER

(ICPC Volunteers will be in gold shirts)

At the MARTA station, look for the ICPC
NAC Volunteer, who will give you a
Breeze card to ride the train.
(If you cannot find a volunteer, there are
desks and Kiosks where you can purchase
a card.)

From the airport, get on any MARTA train. There are 2 lines at
the airport (Red and Gold), but they don’t split until after you
get where you need to be. Also, the airport is the southern
terminus, so all trains go north. Bottom line – just get on any
train. Go north seven stops to the 5 Points Station. This where
you change trains.
NORTH
(red or gold)

WEST
(blue or green)

Go up 1 level, and get on a Westbound train. Any Westbound train
will do. Again, there are two lines (Blue and Green this time), but they
don’t split until later. (Be sure to get on a WESTBOUND train; trains
also go EASTBOUND at this station.)

From there, you only have to go one stop, to the
station for “Dome/GWCC/Philips Arena/CNN
Center”. That’s your stop.
When you exit the train, look for an ICPC Volunteer, who will give you directions to walk to your hotel.

ICPC VOLUNTEER

Directions to the Hotel
If you can’t find a volunteer, here are directions to the hotel:
To get to the hotel from MARTA, there are two routes (see map). The blue route, cutting through CNN
center (which is a mall), is shorter, but has stairs to get up to Centennial Olympic Park Dr. There is a
ramp on the red route, so even though it’s a little longer, it might be easier with luggage.
The walk is approximately 10 minutes.

If you need assistance during your travels, please call the Travel day hotline – (470) 588-2465

